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7.. Conclusions 

Aircraftt classification from radar range profiles is a challenging task due to 
thee three problems identified in chapter 1: the need for translation invariant 
classification,, the limited accuracy of available aspect angle estimates, and the 
difficultyy of obtaining sufficient training data. These problems are addressed in 
thee previous chapters in this thesis. This final chapter provides an overview of 
thee main results as well as directions for possible future research. 

Chapterr 3 addressed the problem of translation invariant classification by 
introducingg the Smoothed Zero Phase Representation for radar range profiles. 
Thiss representations allows for fast translation invariant classification, while 
nott discarding any potentially discriminative information from the range pro-
files. . 

Thee main benefits of using the Smoothed Zero Phase Representation com-
paredd to other approaches to translation invariant range profile classification 
aree twofold. First, the method aligns range profiles in a pre-processing step, and 
soo it becomes possible to apply statistical feature extraction methods on the 
dataa set. This is not possible with many other approaches, which obtain trans-
lationn invariance by using a translation invariant similarity measure to classify 
rangee profiles. The second benefit is that translation invariant classification is 
fasterr than classification using the common approach of using a nearest neigh-
bourr classifier based on the Sliding Euclidean Distance. Classification of a leg 
containingg M range profiles requires roughly M times less alignment-related 
computationss than classification using the SED. 

Usingg the ZPR or SZPR does result in a decrease in classifier performance 
comparedd to classification using the SED. However, by combining range profile 
alignmentt using the SZPR with subsequent statistical feature extraction could 
resultt in better classification performance. Whether such an approach outper-
formss classification using the SED would be an interesting topic for future re-
search. . 

Thee aspect angle at which an aircraft is observed heavily influences range pro-
fil ee measurements. The effects of speckle, rotational range migration and oc-
clusionn cause significant range profile variability. Therefore, knowledge about 
thee aspect angle at which a range profile is obtained can significantly increase 
classificationn accuracy. Furthermore, information on aspect angles also benefit 
manyy HRR signal processing techniques, such as ISAR imaging. 

Aspectt angle estimates from tracking data suffer from both systematic and 
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randomm errors (see chapter 2). Chapter 4 introduced a method for increasing 
thee accuracy of aircraft rotation estimates obtained from tracking data. On the 
basiss of a point scatter model a filter was developed, which uses a combination 
off  the original rotation estimates and phase information extracted from range 
profiless to update the rotation estimates. 

Too extract the necessary phase information from the range profiles an exten-
sivee feature extraction method was developed, which involves tracking peaks 
detectedd in a leg of range profiles, and correcting extracted phases for the ef-
fectss of translational and rotational range migration. 

Sincee no ground truth on aspect angles are available for the range profiles 
measuredd during the ORFEO campaign, the experiments were necessarily re-
strictedd to simulated profiles. However, the effects of measurement noise and 
translationall  range migration were artificially added to the simulated range pro-
files,, and so the resulting data set is similar to actual HRR measurements. 

Itt has been shown that the filter does indeed improve aircraft rotation esti-
mates,, provided that the signal-to-noise ratio is sufficiently high (larger than 
00 dB). For smaller signal-to-noise ratios, the algorithm fails to provide more 
accuratee rotation estimates, resulting in an improvement factor of 1. 

Thee main area of future research regarding this method is its application on 
actuall  measured range profiles, for which a ground truth on aspect angles is 
available. . 

Inn this thesis simulated range profiles were used to construct classifiers for 
measuredd range profiles, which requires solving two problems. Since simulated 
rangee profiles are significantly different from measured range profiles, the clas-
sifierr should base its decision solely on those features of range profiles which 
aree present in both simulated and measured range profiles. Therefore, the first 
problemm to be solved is to identify those common features. The second problem 
iss actually constructing a classifier capable of classifying the extracted features. 

Chapterr 5 assumed that the common features present in both simulated and 
measuredd range profiles are the locations (i.e. the slant ranges) of the local max-
imaa occurring in range profiles. On the basis of that assumption, a generative 
modell  describing the distribution of peak positions was defined. The model 
iss based on a simple point scatter model of radar scattering. It's parameters 
includee the three dimensional positions of a set of point scatterers, as well as a 
visibilit yy matrix which models the effects of speckle and occlusion. 

Forr each aircraft in the training set model parameters were estimated using 
ann Expectation-Maximisation algorithm. It was shown that the resulting scatter 
positionss and visibility matrices are in good agreement with the original CAD 
modelss used to generate the simulated training set. 

Finally,, the performance of a maximum likelihood classifier based on this 
generativee model was shown to result in perfect classification accuracy on a 
testt set containing simulated range profiles. This is an important proof of prin-



ciple:: model-based range profile classification from peak locations is a feasible 
approach. . 

Ann interesting topic for future research is the use of more sophisticated 
modell  of radar scattering as the basis of a generative model for peak locations. 
Althoughh the current point scattering model performs well in practice, more 
sophisticatedd models could further increase the expressive power of the gen-
erativee model. Also, it would be interesting to look into the problem of model 
orderr selection, i.e. the problem of deciding the number of scatterers present 
inn the model. 

Chapterr 6 used the generative models obtained in chapter 5 to construct two 
model-basedd classifiers for measured range profiles. The first classifier is a 
maximum-likelihoodd classifier very similar to the one presented in chapter 5. 
Thee second classifier is also model-based, but uses a similarity measure instead 
off  the maximum likelihood to classify range profiles. 

Measuredd range profiles are subjected to measurement noise and transla-
tionall  range migration. Chapter 6 presented an algorithm to assign a signifi-
cancee value to peaks extracted from measured range profiles, which is a mea-
suree of the likelihood that a peak was caused by actual scattering, or by the 
noisee process. The generative model was modified to include these significance 
valuess in the definition of peak position likelihood. The problem of transla-
tionall  range migration was solved by first aligning the peaks extracted from the 
measurementss with the distribution predicted by the model before classifica-
tion.. The performance of the resulting classifiers was shown to be comparable 
too the performance of a nearest neighbour classifier, which proves that peak lo-
cationss are indeed the correct features for comparing simulated and measured 
rangee profiles. 

Thee identification of the common features between simulated and measured 
rangee profiles is the most important result presented in this thesis, which leads 
too many possibilities for further research. 

Thee accuracy of the peak detection algorithms and the assignment of signif-
icancee values might be improved by exploiting the fact that usually a leg of 
profiless is available. In this thesis, peaks are detected on a profile by profile 
basis.. However, one could also try to detect tracks of peaks in the leg (as was 
donee in chapter 4). The significance value of a peak could then be related to the 
likelihoodd of it being part of track. 

Anotherr benefit of using tracks of peaks is that this could decrease the com-
putationall  requirements of the maximum likelihood classifier. Instead of as-
signingg scatterers to peaks, one would assign scatterers to tracks instead. This 
wouldd dramatically reduce the number of possible assignments, which is the 
mainn reason for the large computational requirements of the maximum likeli-
hoodd classifier. 

Thee obvious long-term goal of any research on non-cooperative aircraft recog-
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nitionn is actual application in radar systems. The main question which has to be 
answeredd before such an application is possible is whether sufficient classifica-
tionn performance can be achieved when many more aircraft types are included 
inn the data set. The work presented in this thesis has hopefully provided the 
nextt step towards answering that question. 


